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Discover the Durable Steel Fencing for Lunging Covers
Are you in search of a high-quality steel fence for your lunging covers?
Explore our robust steel fencing, crafted with the finest steel C-profiles,
ensuring durability and quality. Each bay is equipped with two fencing
sections, offering a choice of various fillings such as plastic planks,
impregnated wood, or hardwood. Experience the versatility and quality
of our fencing options for a stylish and functional addition to your
coverings.

High-Quality Steel Fencing for Lunging Covers:
Our durable steel fencing is specially designed for lunging covers,
providing a solid solution for protection and style. Made with high-
quality steel C-profiles, this fencing guarantees durability and a long
lifespan. Whether you choose plastic planks, impregnated wood, or
hardwood as fillings, you can rely on a fence that meets all your
preferences.

Thermally Galvanized Steel Parts:
We understand the importance of durability, and therefore, all our steel
parts are thermally galvanized. This ensures not only a longer lifespan
for the fence but also increased resistance to rust and other weather
influences. Opt for a steel fence that stands the test of time.

Versatile Options for Fencing Fillings:
Our steel fences offer various options for fencing fillings. Whether you
prefer plastic planks for a modern look, impregnated wood for a natural
appearance, or hardwood for a touch of luxury, we have options that
cater to your taste and needs. Create a fence that perfectly
complements the style of your lunging covers.

Complete Delivery with Fastening Materials:
We prioritize user-friendliness, and that's why our steel fence is
delivered complete with all necessary fastening materials. Whether you
are an experienced DIY enthusiast or a beginner, the installation is
effortless and quick. We ensure you have everything you need for a
seamless assembly.

Conclusion: Durability, Quality, and Style:
In summary, our steel fence for lunging covers offers an ideal
combination of durability, quality, and style. With thermally galvanized
steel parts, versatile options for fencing fillings, and complete delivery
with fastening materials, you are investing in a fence that is not only
functional but also adds aesthetic value to your horse enclosure.
Choose durability, quality, and style with our premium steel fence for
lunging covers.
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Features

Outer Fencing:
The robust and durable fence for the roofs, with a height of 1.6 meters for optimal safety. The posts between the rafters,
securely connected to purlins, are cast in concrete for additional stability. The steel C-profile below, above, and doubled
in the middle is suitable for boards up to 32 mm thick, resulting in an extremely solid enclosure. The outer fence also
includes a gate of 2x2 meters, with a C-profile below and above suitable for boards up to 32 mm thick. The upper part of
the gate is standardly equipped with bars, providing a perfect combination of safety and aesthetics.

Discover the durability and safety of our indoor and outdoor enclosures for a stylish addition to your canopy.



Standard options

Plastic Planks Impregnated Planks Hardwood Planks

Fast setting concrete



Specifications

Basic material Steel galvanized

Fixings included

Thickness 50 mm

Suited for Dome roofs

Height 1,6 meter

Length 2x ca 2 meter

Not included Panel filling, Concrete

Optional Powder coating

Other Consists of 18 compartments
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